Calendar of events

September 2018 – May 2019
Mexican Braceros: Documenting Migrant Laborers through the Lens of the Hermanos Mayo
Latin American Caribbean Studies Center (LACS) Gallery, SBS N-320, on going;
The annual art exhibition featuring Braceros, a photographic documentation of Mexican migrant laborers expressed through the lens of the Hermanos Mayo, a photography collective. The exhibit will be open until May and is open Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The Statesman:

Wednesday, September 26
University Libraries Present – Deported: An American Division (exhibit & Panel)
1:00-2:30pm; Central Reading Room, E-2340, Melville Library. Americans today have been bearing witness to a new upsurge in deportation, the forced removal of immigrants, refugees, or other “foreigners” out of the country in which they reside or to which they have fled. As a changed national leadership in the United States has shifted removal efforts into higher gear, fiery controversies have ensued, and accusations have flown. Our panel, and the photo exhibit it opens, seek a concrete, sober, thoroughly contextualized understanding of what this new deportation has meant. For more information click here.

Tuesday, October 2
Latinx/Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration!
9:00 PM - Hand College
In this program, residents will learn about language, culture, and customs of various Latin American and Hispanic countries via power point presentation! We will also have a fun game of Kahoot to test our knowledge and we will make paper fiesta flowers in celebration! Snacks, of course, will be provided!
Wednesday, October 3

**Guest Chef Evelyn Reyes**
5:00-9:00 PM - West Side Dining Dine-In
Chef Evelyn Reyes is an Executive CulinArt Group Chef of Dominican and Puerto Rican descent. Evelyn was raised by her grandmother in Puerto Rico and discovered her passion for cooking as a child, when she assisted in the kitchen of her aunt’s restaurant. Sample dishes include: *Puerto Rican Roasted Pork Chops marinated in oranges, garlic and adobo spices; Pastelón de Papa - mashed potatoes with eggs, layered with roasted vegetables, cheddar cheese and tomato sauce; Arroz con Gandules - long grain rice, pigeon peas and fresh cilantro; Espinaca con Garbanzos - spinach sautéed with chickpeas, garlic and tomato.* You can use meal swipes, dining dollars or Wolfie Wallet for these Hispanic Heritage Month dining events!

Thursday, October 4

**Diversity Paint Night**
9:00 PM at Dreiser College Classroom
This will be a diversity program. Attendees will paint something representing their culture or a group they identify with and we will share in the end in a group discussion and learn more about other!

Friday, October 5

**Hispanic Heritage Month Opening Ceremony**
12:45 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Student Activity Center Auditorium. The theme is "...and Justice for All...y justicia para todos." Proclamation presented by President Samuel L. Stanley. Please join keynote speaker, Sergio Argueta, Turner Fellow Alumnus and Founder and Board Chair of STRONG Inc. as we celebrate our 29th Annual Hispanic Heritage Month (HHM) Opening Ceremony with our campus community and neighbors. Light cultural refreshments will be served. All are invited.

Wednesday, October 10

**Tortillas & Pupusas & Ojos de Dios...Dios Mio!**
7:00PM at Stony Brook Southampton Student Center
Students will be taught how to make corn tortillas, pupusas and Ojos de Dios

Wednesday, October 10

**LACS Alumna in Residency**
1:00 PM at LACS Gallery, SBS N-320
Mentoring in LACS Lounge, 2:30-3:30PM
Luncheon with Rahsmia Zatar (Executive Director at STRONG Youth)
Thursday, October 11

**University Libraries Present – Screening of the movie, COCO**

4:00-6:00 PM; Charles B. Wang Center, Lecture Hall 1. In honor of Hispanic Heritage Month, please join us for a screening of the much loved Disney/Pixar film, *Coco!* Aspiring young musician Miguel, confronted with his family’s ancestral ban on music, enters the Land of the Dead to find his great-great-grandfather, a legendary musician. Starring Anthony Gonzalez and Gael Garcia Bernal.

Saturday, October 13

**Compania Flamenca with Eduardo Guerrero**

8:00 PM at Staller Center Main Stage, $44

Direct from Spain, Compania Flamenca and Eduardo Guerrero present “Flamenco Pasion.” Acclaimed flamenco dancer and choreographer Eduardo Guerrero uses his eclectic style, combining classical and contemporary Spanish dance, ballet, and contortion to express the depth of passion and skill exhibited in the many styles of this beloved, Spanish art form.

Monday, October 15

**University Libraries Present: A Lecture in Honor of Hispanic Heritage Month by Dr. Eric Zolov**

1:00-2:00 PM at Melville Library, E-2340

“The Dove Peace: A Global Sixties Protest Icon” by Eric Zolov. During the 1960s, the “peace dove” became a highly charged symbol of protest globally. Taking a perspective from Latin America, this talk follows the political and cultural trajectory of the peace dove, from its association with the Soviet-backed organization, World Peace Council, to its appropriation by the Mexican state as the central motif of the 1968 Olympics. One of several such “icons of protest,” the peace dove offers a unique portal into an era in which the symbolic language of dissent assumed new significance. Eric Zolov is Associate Professor of History and Director of Latin American & Caribbean Studies. His forthcoming book is titled, *The Last Good Neighbor: Mexico in the Global Sixties* (Duke University Press).

Monday, October 22

**University Libraries Present – A Lecture in Honor of Hispanic Heritage Month by Pablo Calvi**

4:00-5:30pm; Special Collections Seminar Room, E-2340, Melville Library. Latin American Adventures in Literary Journalism by Pablo Calvi, Assistant Professor at Stony Brook University in School of Journalism.
Tuesday, October 23

**Brown Bag Workshop**
12-1PM at LACS Lounge, SBS N-337
Zinnia Capó-Valdivia (History)
“Revolutionary Ideals & Practical Governance: The Role of the Revolution in México’s Drug Policies”

Wednesday, October 24, 2018 Deadline

**HHM Awards & Scholarships**
Apply online!
[https://stonybrook.edu/commcms/hispanic-heritage/scholarships.html](https://stonybrook.edu/commcms/hispanic-heritage/scholarships.html)

Wednesday, October 24

**Book Presentation**
4PM at LACS Lounge, SBS N-337
“The Origins of Cocaine: Peasant Colonization and Failed Development in the Amazon Andes, 1950-1990”
Paul Gootenberg, Liliana Dávalos, Maria Clara Torres

Wednesday, October 24

**Guest Chef Fred Long**
5PM-9PM at West Side Dining Dine-In
Chef Fred Long is a third generation, classic Mexican chef with roots in northern and coastal Mexican style cooking. Fred is the son and grandson of authentic Mexican restaurateurs, and learned at an early age the various techniques and culinary styles that flavor his cooking today. *Sample dishes include: Honey Chipotle Chicken Flauta; Vegetable Tamalones; Arroz Amarillo; Elotes; Frijoles Refritos; Pozole with Crisp Tortillas.* You can use meal swipes, dining dollars or Wolfie Wallet for these Hispanic Heritage Month dining events!

Saturday, October 27

**Testify: Memoir as a Tool for Building a Movement; Freedom Forum 2018**
9:30AM-4:00PM at Charles B. Wang Center

Tuesday, October 30, 2018

**Día De Los Muertos Paint Night**
7:30PM at Ammann College Main Lounge
Join other Stony Brook students in a paint night hosted by Ammann RAs, Jolena Podolsky and Daniel Velez. You'll be painting traditional sugar skull, infused with your own creative take. Learn about the popular Mexican holiday while having fun with your friends

Tuesday, October 30
**LACS at the Movies**
6PM LACS Gallery, SBS N-320
Cinco Días Sin Nora (Nora’s Will; Mexico, 2008)
Discussion led by Zinnia Capó-Valdivia

Wednesday, October 31
**Días de los Muertos**
12-2PM at LACS Lounge, SBS N-337
Day of the Dead ofrenda. Help build our altar of flowers and other decorations; enjoy Mexican treats!

Thursday, November 1
**2018 Hispanic Heritage Month Closing Ceremony**
3:00 – 5:00 PM; Student Activity Center Ballroom A; Theme: "...and Justice for All/...y justicia para todos.” Join us to celebrate and recognize the achievements and contributions of Faculty, Staff, and Students. Open to all.
For donations or for ticket information call: 632-9851

Wednesday, November 7
**LACS Café**
1-2:20PM at LACS Gallery, SBS N-320
Please join us in conversation and learn about the LACS Minor!